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About

us

Bear-Paw Regional Greenways is a land
trust with a mission to permanently
conserve a network of lands that
protects our region’s water, wildlife
habitat, forests, and farmland.
Established by resident volunteers,
Bear-Paw works to conserve open
space through outreach, education,
and land protection project assistance.
Our Goal is to safeguard our irreplaceable water resources, important wildlife
habitat and travel routes, and productive
forests and farms.
We envision a region of scenic beauty
and rural character where diversity
and quality of life are sustained.
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Protecting Land and Water for Life
By Daniel Kern

I started working for Bear-Paw ten years
ago. I was a banker looking for a change
and Bear-Paw was looking for a new
Executive Director. At the time, we had
just closed on our ninth easement and
had protected 543 acres since 1998.
Bear-Paw had just mapped its seventown, 177-thousand acre region’s natural
resources in 2002 – drinking water,
wetlands and surface waters, wildlife and
plant habitat, productive farmland and
forestland, and other natural features were
considered conservation priorities.
Forty easements, seven acquisitions,
and 5,865 acres later, we decided it was
time to take another look at the now
11-town, 258-thousand acre region that
we work in. The project reproduced
“natural resource inventory” (NRI) maps
that have guided conservation efforts in
the region for over ten years. The new
natural resource inventory maps a wide
range of information including geographic information system (GIS) data
on surface and drinking waters, the latest available data from the NH Wildlife
Action Plan, landform complexity and
habitat connectedness from a climate
change resiliency study by The Nature
Conservancy (TNC), and important
agricultural soils, and other resources.
Using the NRI maps, Bear-Paw identified the region’s most important natural
resource areas and once again we found
that much of the land that held them was
not yet protected. We have made great

progress but we have a long way to go!
The overall results of the mapping project
did not indicate a large shift in Bear-Paw’s
conservation planning and conservation
focus areas; however, there were smaller
changes that resulted in some areas being
“upgraded” and “downgraded”. The analysis also included four new towns that
Bear-Paw has been working in. (See map
on page 3.)
Bear-Paw now has a better way to
demonstrate our goals and to identify
areas that we think are important to
protect. With the NRI maps completed,
Bear-Paw will provide the results and
large format copies of the maps to each
of the eleven towns where it works with a
goal of having them use the information
in their own conservation planning. The
maps and our outreach efforts will help
improve understanding of the natural
environment and cultivate a broad public
stewardship ethic.
continued on page 2

Please plan
to join us for a
Conservation Roundtable
on December 2nd
where we will discuss
the maps. See the
calendar on page 7
for more details.

A Note

f ro m t h e c h a i r

October is Membership
Month! There are about
23,000 housing units in the
11 towns where Bear-Paw
does land protection work.
In 2013 Bear-Paw had 390
contributing members. That’s
1.5% of the households.
Our challenge is getting
the word out. I recently
attended a fund-raising
luncheon for the Brown
Island Project in Strafford.
In talking with many of the neighbors
present, I was struck that almost
nobody had heard of Bear-Paw, but
when they understood what we do and
the goal of the project, most wanted to
contribute.
During Membership Month a group
of generous Bear-Paw Board members
is offering to match dollar-for-dollar
each new member contribution and
each additional special gift from existing
members over and above their 2013 gift,
up to a total of $6,000. So please take
advantage of the incentive and share
this newsletter with a friend so we can
reach more households in the region!
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Board Chair
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Protecting Land and Water for Life continued...

Bear-Paw Conservation Focus Areas
Maintaining the
quality and availability of drinking
water resources is a
conservation priority.
water This includes protecting the quality of
groundwater and surface waters as well as
sustaining natural hydrologic flows and
functions. Most of the residents in the
Bear-Paw region rely on groundwater for
drinking water and the sustainability of
water resources requires that water use be
balanced with its availability.
Streams, rivers, wetlands, water bodies, and the “riparian” areas that surround
them are critical to maintaining water
quality, wildlife habitat, habitat connectivity, and structural features important
to aquatic life. As transitional habitats
between wetlands and uplands, riparian
areas support many species from both
communities and tend to have relatively
higher numbers of species of both plants
and animals. Undeveloped riparian areas
protect water quality by helping to filter
pollutants, recycle nutrients, and provide
flood storage.
Wildlife habitat
includes all the things
that a species needs to
survive and reproduce:
wildlife food, water, shelter,
habitat and space. Each
wildlife species has
unique habitat requirements. Considering
the range of wildlife species in New
Hampshire, almost every patch of ground
is habitat of some kind. Yet, some habitat
is more important to the viability of wildlife populations than others. Bear-Paw
used a variety of data to identify the most
important wildlife habitat in the region.
Bear-Paw included data on unfragmented forests, wetlands, riparian areas,
higher elevation habitats, open lands, and
other unique habitats in a co-occurrence
map in order to identify wildlife habitat
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in the region. We also included information on the highest ranked habitat
from the NH Wildlife Action Plan and
from a TNC study on climate change
resiliency to highlight important areas.
TNC’s study, Resilient Sites for Terrestrial
Conservation in the Northeast and MidAtlantic Region, identified areas with an
above average ability to maintain ecological functions and a diversity of native
species, even as the species composition
changes in response to climate. Landscape
complexity was used as a surrogate for
biodiversity and landscape permeability
for local connectedness (helping us identify relatively “unfragmented” areas that
might be otherwise separated by roads).
This will also help assure that the properties protected today will still be valuable
conservation areas 100 years from now.
(See the map on the next page.)
Prime agricultural
soils occur on land
that has the best
combination of
physical and chemical
farmland characteristics for
producing food, feed,
forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and is
available for these uses. Some other soils
that do not quite meet the requirements
for prime farmland but are still considered
as valuable for agriculture are considered
to be of statewide importance. Sites with
these soils offer the best opportunity for
sustaining agriculture.
Unfragmented forests,
areas with few or no
roads, houses, or
other development,
are becoming rarer
forests and smaller in
southeastern New
Hampshire. In addition to providing
valuable wildlife habitat, these forests
provide for forest products and
recreational opportunities.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUPPORT BEAR-PAW REGIONAL GREENWAYS, OR TO RECEIVE MORE

Wildlife Habitat
Co-occurrence Map
and Focus Areas
We combined several sources of
information into a co-occurrence map
in order to identify Bear-Paw’s
Wildlife Habitat Conservation
Focus Areas. The natural
resource inventory map
project was funded primarily
by the Open Space Conservancy’s
Resilient Landscapes Initiative, made
possible by a lead grant from the
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation.
The Resilient Landscapes Initiative
seeks to educate, train, and
build the capacity of land
trusts working to respond
to climate change and to
direct $5.5 million in
capital to pilot sites that
will provide refuge for
plants and animals.

Barnstead

Pittsfield

Strafford

Epsom

Allenstown

Northwood

Deerfield
Nottingham

Hooksett

Candia

Raymond

Wildlife Habitat Conservation Focus Area
Forest with Wildlife Habitat Ranked Above Average
Conservation Lands
Bear-Paw Conservation Lands
INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL DAN KERN AT 603.463.9400, OR E-MAIL US AT INFO@BEAR-PAW.ORG.
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Ben
Kilham
Ben Kilham has been
researching and living with
black bears for nearly twenty
years. He has become an
expert in black bear behavior,
as well as in rehabilitating
orphaned and injured bears
and reintroducing them to
the wild. He is invited to
lecture all over the United
States and internationally.
His previous book is Among the
Bears: Raising Orphan Cubs in the Wild,
coauthored with Ed Gray. Kilham and
his work with wild black bears have
been featured in five internationally
televised documentaries, including
National Geographic and Discovery
Channel features, and he has appeared
on The Today Show, Good Morning
America, ABC Nightly News, Nightly
News International, The O’Reilly Factor,
Fox News Daytime Edition, Inside Edition,
The David Letterman Show, NBC Nightline,
CBS Coast to Coast, Canadian Broadcasting
Company Nightly News, and various
other shows, as well as National Public
Radio and a host of other nationally
broadcast radio shows. He lives in
Lyme, New Hampshire.

New Hampshire’s own black bear expert,
at the Bear-Paw Annual Meeting in January.
Here Ben shares excerpts from his new book.
From Chapter One, Walking with Cubs
Winter came late in 2012, and by the time sporadic frosts
turned to steady cold and the calendar flipped to 2013,
I found myself with a unique problem. For nearly a year,
my life had been ruled by a growing cadre of orphaned
black bear cubs. That alone was not an issue. Over the last
twenty years, I have been raising orphaned cubs whom
state wildlife officials bring to me when their mothers
have unfortunate run-ins with cars or guns, or leave them
behind when food is scarce or dens are disturbed. I have
learned to bottle-feed cubs, wean them onto solid food,
and clean up after them. I’ve managed their transitions
from their earliest days in my home to their eventual
move to an outdoor enclosure and their final move back
into the wild. Caring for bears has even become a family
affair, involving my wife, Debbie, and sister, Phoebe. But we had been
used to, at most, looking after two or three cubs at a time. So it was a surprise when
we found ourselves with twenty-seven young and hungry bears. It was an even bigger
surprise when winter set in and twenty of them refused to do what bears do and take
a long winter’s nap. Like kids at a slumber party, they were too busy rollicking around
with one another to let biology take over and lull them into deep sleep…

Come hear Ben speak at the
Bear-Paw Annual Meeting on
January 24, 2015! See the sidebar
on the next page for details!

So many orphaned cubs arrived in 2012 that when winter arrived they just kept each other active and
refused to hibernate.
THESE EXCERPTS AND IMAGES ARE FROM IN THE COMPANY OF BEARS BY BEN KILHAM, AND ARE USED HERE WITH PERMISSION OF CHELSEA GREEN PUBLISHING.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.CHELSEAGREEN.COM.
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Join us

Ben Kilham, is coming to speak

for our
a n n ua l m e e t i n g !

From the Appendix, The Human-Bear Conflict
Up to 900,000 black bears live in North America, and in many regions, like my own,
they live in close proximity to humans. Or, perhaps it would be more accurate to say
that in many regions humans live in close proximity to bears—and that we are moving
deeper and deeper into their habitat all the time….

GPS can provide detailed data on a bear’s movements. Here, GPS tracks [a bear]
while she traveled 14.2 miles in one day, using a big male as cover. This highlights
the black bear’s need for large forests in which to live.

The most dominant drive in a bear’s life is the drive to eat….
When natural food sources are in short supply, birdfeeders, garbage cans, and other
easily available outdoor food become the highest quality bear habitat around….So the
best way to end what we consider the nuisance-bear behavior is to just stop inviting bears
to dinner…. It is important to understand that when a bear seeks food from a human
source, it has no idea it is breaking any rules. In fact in the bear’s world, there is an
expectation that surplus food will be shared unless it is defended. As a result, the sharing
of food carries a message of friendship and trust just as it does in our own culture….
If the food sources in problem residential areas are reduced to a minimum, these areas
will no longer be worth the risk to the bear and the problems will cease.

Cubs
quickly
learn to
tree when
startled.

INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL DAN KERN AT 603.463.9400, OR E-MAIL US AT INFO@BEAR-PAW.ORG.
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Saturday, January 24, 2015 •
9 am–3:30 pm • Hooksett Public
Library, Hooksett
Please join Bear-Paw for our Annual
Meeting to hear a presentation by Ben
Kilham, who will talk about his work
with orphaned black bear cubs and
his new book, In the Company of Bears
(formerly Out on a Limb). Ben will have
some of his books on hand to sell and
autograph. He’ll also join us on our
afternoon field trip!
The meeting also includes a review
of Bear-Paw’s conservation successes of
the past year and news of projects in
the works. We’ll have the usual homebaked treats for coffee time in the
morning as well as the hearty hot lunch
of those crock pot dishes provided by
the board members and volunteers, and
a snowshoe hike in the Clay Pond –
Hinman Pond conservation area in the
afternoon.
There will be tables of raffle items
to be won that day, and Bear-Paw
welcomes donations from artists,
writers, and craftspeople.
Please contact Daniel Kern
at info@bear-paw.org or
463.9400 if you’d like to
contribute to this fun and
fundraising part of the
Annual Meeting.
We hope to see you
there!

$6,000

member
challenge!

If you’re not already a
member of Bear-Paw or
you want to give more
than you did your last
year, please consider
becoming a member
or making an additional
gift to Bear-Paw today!
If you do before the end of
October, a group of our
Board members has pledged to
match your contribution up to
$6,000! That’s right; your gift will be
doubled!
Bruce Adami, Bear-Paw’s Board
Chair, has led this effort after he saw
how successful a similar challenge was
for another non-profit he volunteers
with. Several other Board members
were encouraged by his enthusiasm
added to the match. We all hope that
this will help get the attention of some
of the people in the region who don’t
know us yet! Please consider sharing
this newsletter or a brochure with a
friend and encouraging them to join us!
New members will have their entire
contribution matched and existing
members will have any increase in their
contributions this year over their last
year matched! Can we count on you to
support our efforts?
And, if you donate
$50 more than
the last year you
contributed, you
will receive a
stainless steel bottle
with the Bear-Paw
logo as a special
“thank you” gift.

Generous Donation Completes
Crooked Run Fundraising
Fred Goodrich writes a check to cover the gap
Barnstead resident Fred Goodrich sat at a table at Al Jaeger’s home and asked Dan
Kern how the effort to protect the TL Storer Boy Scout property was coming along, a
project known as Crooked Run that will conserve 500 acres of the 720-acre camp. Dan
explained that Bear-Paw had gathered over $575,000 in grants for the project as well as
commitments of $30,000 or more each from Barnstead, Pittsfield, and Strafford where
the property lies.
“How much more do you need?” Fred asked.
“We’re almost there,” Dan replied. “We just need $11,575 more.” Fred took out his
checkbook and wrote a check for that amount.
Fred has been connected to his 135-acre property that abuts the Boy Scout camp
since 1937 when his father bought the land with the old cape and barns and the family
came up from Rhode Island for summers there. They managed with just an outhouse
and a fireplace for heat, but made improvements over time. Fred remembers the
excitement of the blasting for a swimming pool that
his dad put in. Later, after a stint in the Army spent
“I’m not the greatest
in Germany in the mid 50’s, Fred even worked as a
staff instructor at the Adam’s Pond Boy Scout camp
conservationist in the world,
before going off to the University of Rhode Island
but I do appreciate the work
for an electrical engineering degree.
Bear-Paw has done in
Through a long career in aerospace engineering
mostly for Hughes Aircraft, Fred lived in many
conserving the wider area.”
places but kept touching down at the family place in
– FRED GOODRICH
Barnstead. He bought it from his father in ’65 when
his parents remodeled, and moved into a house up
the road. In 1990, Fred had a conservation easement
placed on his property. He became a full-time Barnstead resident about that time
and worked from home as a consultant until he and his son and partners started the
company Cellular Specialties, Inc., in Manchester that extends cell service into unserved
locations, from which he recently retired. Fred also served for 12 years on the Barnstead
Planning Board, where he used his voice to
try to stem the tide of development in
the town.
Fred and his wife Sylvia,
who has retired from directing
Special Education for the
Oyster River School system,
enjoy many activities
including attending
gatherings of VW bus
enthusiasts in Herby,
their own VW camper
bus. Thank you, Fred
and Sylvia, for your very
generous contribution
to the Crooked Run
project!
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Calendar of Fall & Winter Events

d o y o u l ov e

stone walls?

All programs are free and open to the public unless otherwise noted. Please pre-register
at info@bear-paw.org, www.bear-paw.org or 603.463.9400 so the we can be sure to have
adequate materials for everyone or notify participants of any changes.

Discovering New England Stone
Walls with Kevin Gardner

Bear-Paw has identified the most
important areas of the region to protect.
Participants of the roundtable will discuss
the results of the mapping project, the
conservation focus areas in our region,
and how to work together to protect
them. Come to this roundtable if you
want to learn how to use the maps and
help turn them into action.

Bear-Paw Annual Meeting
with Ben Kilham
October 21 • 7–9 pm • Hooksett
Public Library, Hooksett
See the announcement on the sidebar
for details!
Co-hosted by Bear-Paw Regional
Greenways and the Hooksett
Conservation Commission.
Sponsored by Ransmeier & Spellman, PC
and Hession & Pare, PC

Conservation Roundtable – Where’s
our next project?
December 2 • 7–9 pm • Bear-Paw
Office, Deerfield
Bear-Paw recently completed work on
new natural resource inventory maps
for the 11-town region it works in.
Incorporating the results from NH’s
Wildlife Action Plan (WAP), a recent
Nature Conservancy study on climate
change, and other natural resource data,

January 24, 2015 • 9 am–3:30 pm •
Hooksett Public Library, Hooksett
See the announcement on page 5 for
details!

Winter Walk
February 21, 2015 • 1–3:30 pm •
Isinglass River Conservation Reserve,
Strafford
Winter conditions offer a great
opportunity to explore clues that plants,
animals, weather and other natural forces
leave behind after a growing season,
and over time. Frank Mitchell will lead
a group examining the ways plants and
animals survive winter, seeking examples
in animal tracks and signs and in plant
adaptations. Participants will consider
how the forest we see today can inform us
about its history and its probable future.
The afternoon will also feature discussion
of how a partnership between Bear-Paw,
the Town of Strafford, TPL, and others
allowed a rather large conservation project
to protect this area.

INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL DAN KERN AT 603.463.9400, OR E-MAIL US AT INFO@BEAR-PAW.ORG.
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Discovering New England
Stone Walls with Kevin Gardner
October 21 • 7–9 pm • Hooksett
Public Library, Hooksett
Please join Bear-Paw, the Hooksett
Conservation Commission, and
the Hooksett Public Library for
Kevin Gardner’s talk covering a few
topics from his book about New
England stone walls, The Granite Kiss
(Countryman Press).
Along the
way, Kevin
will occupy
himself
building
a miniature
wall or walls
on a tabletop, using
tiny stones from a five-gallon bucket.
There will be a generous questionand-answer period, during which
listeners are encouraged to bring up
specific problems or projects on their
own properties.
Immediately preceding Kevin’s
presentation, the Hooksett
Conservation Commission
will hold a public meeting
from 5–6:30 pm on the
Stewardship Plan that they
are developing for the Clay
Pond Conservation Area.
Sandwiches and other
refreshments will be provided by Bear-Paw to sustain
guests through the evening.

Bear-Paw Participates in more Workplace Giving Campaigns
Bear-Paw has joined Earthshare New England and is
participating once again in the NH/Southern Maine
Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) of Federal
Employees, the world’s largest workplace giving campaign.
Earthshare (www.earthsharenewengland.org) is a federation
of environmental groups providing environmentallyconscious employees and workplaces a way to support
them through workplace giving campaigns. Bear-Paw
works with Earthshare to educate federal workers and others about our work and to
gather their support for our efforts. Please designate Bear-Paw (#79164) on your
CFC pledge card! If you do, please let us know so that we can thank you!
Bear-Paw can also receive gifts through the United Way and other workplace
campaigns. Just designate Bear-Paw Regional Greenways on your pledge card.

Land
Protection

u p d at e

Land under Bear-Paw
easements.  .  .  .  .  . 5,476 acres
Bear-Paw Preserves
(owned land) . .  .  .  .  . 932 acres
Total land
protected .  .  .  .  .  . 6,408 acres

$6,000 Member Challenge!
If you’re not already a member of Bear-Paw or you want to give more than you did last
year, please consider becoming a member or making an additional gift to Bear-Paw today!
If you do before the end of October, a group of our Board members has pledged to
match your contribution up to $6,000! That’s right, your gift will be doubled!
New members will have their entire contribution matched and existing members will
have any increase in their contributions this year over their last year matched!

Follow US

www.facebook.com/
BearPawRegionalGreenways
@BearPawTweets

Contact Bear-Paw Regional Greenways at PO Box 19, Deerfield, NH 03037.
Call us at 603.463.9400, e-mail us at info @bear-paw.org, or visit bear-paw.org.

See the details inside

JOIN US!
Discover New England Stone Walls
with Kevin Gardner in Hooksett – October 21
Conservation Roundtable – December 2
Annual Meeting with Ben Kilham
in Hooksett – January 24, 2015
Post Office Box 19
Deerfield, NH 03037
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